WHAT IT IS IN THE HUMAN PSYCHE
THAT MAKES PEOPLE WANT TO GAMBLE

Typical casino players
belong to one of four distinct
types based on two key character
traits — whether they are are introverts
or extroverts, and whether they take high or
low risks on the casino floor. These traits
determine which games they will play and what
type of risks they will take.
In this graphic, these variations in character are
differentiated by the
two colors on the
BLUE & ORANGE
brain.

Casinos designed around players’ habits

The floor layout of the typical casino is usually designed to make
it easy for players to find what they want, where they want to
play and what risks they would be willing to take. Machines and
tables are clustered in such a way as to ease gamblers in, warm
them up and prepare them for challenging plays ahead.
Slot machines lure players
on their way out to “give it
one more spin.”

ENTRANCE / EXIT

Rows of low-value slot
machines usually greet
casino players at the
entrance. Gamblers
usually work their way
from low-value to
high-value slots as they
try to ease themselves
into the playing zone and
get a feel if today is
going the be a lucky day.
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BLUE & ORANGE
■ AN INTROVERT
■ A LOW RISK TAKER

LOW-VALUE
SLOTS

Enjoys the anonymity and
minimal risk involved in
playing slot machines, but
will also show up occasionally at the roulette wheel.
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The craps game is
always not too far from
the center of the
action where it could
feed off the happy,
high-energy crowd.

The roulette wheel,
always the natural hub
of action on the
casino floor, is usually
at the center.

ROULLETE

BAR

CAGE

CRAPS

In-between high-stakes
sessions at the card
tables, where betting
can be heavy, losing
players usually step
back, cool off and
regroup at the highvalue slot machines.

■ AN EXTROVERT
■ A LOW RISK TAKER

Being seen at the center of
the action is priceless for
this low-risk player, who
usually gravitates around
the baccarat and craps
tables — and would like to
spin the wheel from time to
time.

HIGH-VALUE
SLOTS

CRAPS
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■ AN EXTROVERT
■ A HIGH RISK

Blackjack tables,
clustered not too far
from the roulette wheel
and craps tables, are
always an enticing
option for the serious
bettor who had won
some easy plays and is
ready to make a mark.

TAKER
While it is all about
winning, showing off
and being seen as a
winner is an important
part of it, too. This
player would usually go
for the high value slots
and try his hand at the
roulette wheel.

POKER
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BLUE & GREEN
The high-stakes poker
salon, the most
exciting place in the
house, is usually
located toward the
back of the casino
floor, where privacy is
a premium. This is a
haven for high rollers,
the most daring
gamblers who play to
win.

■ AN INTROVERT
■ A HIGH RISK

There can be a few variations of the
four major groupings, but the
difference usually lies in the level of
risk players are prepared to take.

TAKER
Typically a serious
bettor who plays to
win, this quiet,
unassuming player
aims for the highstakes — and the
poker salon or
blackjack tables are
an obvious choice.

